Thank you for inviting ALWD to submit a written report of its activities over the last few months. ALWD values its long affiliation with the Council on behalf of the legal writing discipline and appreciates the opportunity to engage with the Council’s members and its work.

1. **ALWD Strategic Plan:** Since our last report, ALWD has been moving forward with its strategic action plan.

   a. **Organizational Diversity and Policies to Ensure Inclusion:** ALWD adopted a Diversity Strategic Action Plan in February 2018, which contains concrete steps for promoting diversity and inclusion within our organization. As part of the Diversity Strategic Action Plan, the Board hired a diversity consultant to (i) provide implicit bias and cultural competence training to the Board; (ii) help us evaluate our practices as an organization to ensure that we are creating an inclusive environment and fostering cultural competence in teachers, scholars, and leaders; and (iii) help us review and expand on the initial Diversity Strategic Action Plan.

   In July, the Board met with the diversity consultant for a daylong training and strategic planning retreat. In anticipation of this day, the diversity consultant conducted focus group discussions with Board Members and conducted a survey of the ALWD General Membership. With approximately 37% of the
membership responding to the survey, the response to the Board’s increased attention to issues of diversity and inclusivity was overwhelmingly positive. The information garnered through the survey and focus groups also provided the Board with critical information to inform the strategic planning process.

Since the July retreat, the Board has continued this strategic planning process. As a first step, the Board assessed the progress that ALWD committees have made on previous initiatives, such as the creation and publication of resource lists focused on issues of diversity and inclusion, establishing and publishing selection policies that encourage a wide range of applicants for grants and other opportunities, and the review and revision of Calls for Applications or Proposals to ensure that the process encourages a wide range of applicants. Building on this progress, the Board has identified additional initiatives consistent with ALWD’s core mission of developing and supporting legal writing professionals as teachers, scholars, and leaders. We look forward to finalizing the plan and implementing these initiatives in the coming months and years.

b. Leadership Academy: ALWD’s Leadership and Development Committee is currently planning for ALWD’s inaugural Leadership Academy. The Leadership Academy will be held in May 2019, in conjunction with the 2019 ALWD Biennial Conference. The goal of this academy is to help members grow as leaders in their own right and to provide mentoring to a new generation of leaders. Thus, the Leadership Academy will provide training in a small group setting for professors who have established their teaching and are turning their attention to leadership roles. Among other things, the Leadership Academy will focus on building cultural competency and other skills or practices important to developing well-rounded and inclusive leaders. The Committee is working to ensure a diverse pool of participants and facilitators. ALWD believes that this investment in leadership will not only serve ALWD but will also provide benefits to individual law schools and other organizations within the academy.

c. Website and Online Journal: ALWD is currently in the final stages of completely redesigning its website. As part of this redesign, the Board has evaluated and updated its brand identity. The redesigned website will have a more modern and polished look while increasing the accessibility of the
resources we provide to members, including scholarship and teaching grants. As a part of this website redesign, ALWD will take its journal, *Legal Communication and Rhetoric*, completely online. The mission of *Legal Communication and Rhetoric* is to advance the study of professional legal writing and lawyering and to become an active resource and a forum for conversation between the legal practitioner and the legal writing scholar. As the journal moves online, the Editorial Board will be working to ensure that *Legal Communication and Rhetoric* continues to reach all “do-ers” of legal writing: attorneys, judges, law students, and legal academicians. The recent volumes of the journal are available at [http://www.alwd.org/lcr/](http://www.alwd.org/lcr/).

2. **ALWD Biennial Conference:** ALWD will host its biennial conference in May 2019 at Suffolk University School of Law. Last year, ALWD adopted a new process for choosing the site for our biennial conference to ensure that we choose sites that are welcoming to our diverse membership. The Conference Site Selection Committee completed its work under this new process in July 2018, announcing Suffolk University School of Law as the site for the 2019 ALWD Conference. The Conference Program Committee is currently accepting presentation proposals. The conference theme is *A Time for Transformative Leadership: Teaching and Learning*. Drawing on our successful 2017 conference, the conference will include plenary speakers on transformative leadership, including speakers who will address the connection between leadership and diversity and inclusion in our classrooms, our law schools, and the legal writing community.

3. **Annual Activities:** In addition to working on its special projects for this year, ALWD is also engaged in the annual support for teaching and scholarship that has been a focus of its mission for many years. This support includes:
   - funding both teaching and scholarship grants;
   - publishing a scholarly journal;
   - hosting scholars fora; and
   - funding a visiting scholars program.

4. **Survey of Members:** ALWD annually works with its sister organization, the Legal Writing Institute (LWI), to conduct a survey of the legal writing community. This survey is crucial for collecting information about the legal writing curriculum in law schools as well as those professionals who teach legal writing across the country,
many of whom continue to be the most vulnerable members of law school faculties. Over the last several years, ALWD and LWI redesigned the survey to expand and modernize the survey instrument so that it better reflects the complex realities of legal writing programs and legal writing faculty in the 21st century. ALWD and LWI collected data for the 2016-2017 Academic Year using this redesigned survey instrument. With an 89% response rate, the survey results provide extensive details on the current state of the legal writing curriculum in law schools and those who teach legal writing. The report is available at http://tinyurl.com/ALWD-LWI-Survey-2017-2017. ALWD and LWI are currently preparing a report of the results for the 2017-2018 Academic Year.

5. **New ALWD Officers and Directors:** The current Board of Directors began serving on August 1, 2018. Joining me as officers are President-Elect Anne Mullins (Stetson); Immediate Past President Megan McAlpin (Oregon); Secretary Tamara Herrera (Arizona State); and Treasurer Catherine Wasson (Elon). Continuing on the Board of Directors are Brenda Gibson (North Carolina Central); Katrina Lee (Ohio State); Ellie Margolis (Temple); Susan Salmon (Arizona); and Amy Vorenberg (New Hampshire). Our four newly elected or re-elected members of the Board are Mary Adkins (University of Florida); Shailini George (Suffolk); Laura Graham (Wake Forest); and Tonya Kowalski (Washburn).

Again, ALWD very much appreciates the opportunity to share its recent work with the Council, and we look forward to continuing to work with you to improve the quality of legal education.